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Komite Nasional Kebijakan Governansi (KNKG) Indonesia  

(Indonesia National Committee on Governance Policy) 

Comments on the Draft Revisions of the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate 

Governance 

 

1. KNKG fully supports the inclusion of sustainability matters in the proposed G20/OECD 
Corporate Governance (CG) principles, including the expansion of principle four of the existing 
version to become principle six which address sustainability and resilience.  
 

2. The draft rightly acknowledges the existence of the single and dual board systems and 
provides some explanation in sub-principles that may have different implication on these 
systems. Given some differences in the roles of the board in these systems (e.g., the roles of 
the supervisory board in the dual board system is not exactly the same as the board in the 
single board system), we suggest OECD develop a guidance that provides the implementation 
of the principles in the context of the dual board system.  

 

3. About the Principles 
We suggest to adding a point explaining about corporate governance pillars that provide the 

basis for CG principles and sub-principles. This enables readers of the document to   gain more 

understanding of the principles. Further, these pillars are stated in a number of CG codes. The 

followings are the pillars:  

a. Transparency 
The corporation takes the initiative to disclose not only issues required by laws and 

regulations, but also matters that are important for decision making by shareholders, 

creditors and other stakeholders. Relevant information is provided in a way that is 

easily accessible and understood by stakeholders. 

b. Accountability 
Corporations are accountable for their performance in a transparent and fair manner. 

For this reason, the corporation must be managed properly, measurably and in 

accordance with corporate interests while taking into account the interests of 

shareholders and stakeholders. Accountability is a necessary prerequisite to achieve 

sustainable performance. 

c. Sustainability 
The corporation complies with laws and regulations and is committed to carrying out 

its responsibilities to society and the environment in order to contribute to 

sustainable development through collaboration with all relevant stakeholders to 

improve their lives in a way that is in line with business interests and the sustainable 

development agenda. 

d. Ethical Behavior 
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In carrying out its activities,  corporation always prioritizes honesty, treats all parties 

with respect, fulfill commitments, builds and maintains moral values and trust 

consistently. The corporation pays attention to the interests of shareholders and 

other stakeholders based on the principles of fairness and is managed independently 

so that each organ of the company does not dominate each other and cannot be 

intervened by other parties. 

 

4. The draft employs the term ‘comply or explain’ when referring to the usage of CG codes. We 
suggest to include '/apply' after 'comply' in every mention of ‘comply or explain’ since the 
current trend in CG Codes is toward 'apply'. This approach is different from ‘comply or explain’ 
in that it encourages substantive implementation of CG rather than merely complying with 
recommendations in CG Codes. 
 

5. Sub-Principle V.E. The board should be able to exercise objective independent judgement on 
corporate affairs 

The explanatory paragraphs justify the need and the criteria for independent 
directors; while the last paragraph elaborates the expected roles performed by 
independent directors. We suggest the roles of independent directors are further 
explained so their roles are well understood. To assure that independent directors are 
not easily replaced for unclear reason by controlling shareholders, we suggest a 
requirement to disclose the reasons for the termination of the independent director's 
duties which occur before the term of office ended. We suggest the last paragraph is 
expanded to become as follow (the font of suggested addition is in red color): 
 

Independent board members can contribute significantly to the decision making of 
the board. They can bring an objective view to the evaluation of the performance of 
the board and management. In addition, they can play an important role in areas 
where the interests of management, the company and its shareholders may diverge 
such as executive remuneration, succession planning, changes of corporate control, 
take-over defences, large acquisitions and the audit function. In carrying out the role 
as a member of the supervisory board, the independent shall: a. monitor conflicts of 
interest between corporations and members of the management team or controlling 
shareholders; b. pay independent attention to the views of minority shareholders and 
other stakeholders; and c.encourage dialogue between management, shareholders 
and other stakeholders. 
 
In order for them to play this key role, it is desirable that boards declare who they 
consider to be independent and the criterion for this judgement. Some jurisdictions 
also require separate meetings of independent directors on a periodic basis. Further, 
companies need to disclose reasons for the termination of the independent 
commissioner's duties which occurred before the term of office ended. 

 

6. Sub-Principle VI.C. Boards should ensure that governance practices, strategy and risk 
management policies  adequately consider material sustainability risks and opportunities, 
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including climate related physical and transition risks.  
 
This sub-principle is highly important since without implementing it, companies will not be 
able to strategically and substantively implement sustainability. Therefore, more 
elaboration on how boards implement sub-principle VI.C is needed. The following is an 
additional point suggested to be put as the first point of sub-principle VI.C. 
 
VI.C.1 Board and Executive team are responsible, accountable and transparent for 
sustainability governance, including setting corporate sustainability strategies, priorities 
and targets.   
 
Boards take sustainability into account when carrying out their roles, including among 
others in the development and implementation of corporate strategy, business plans, key 
action plans and risk management. In addition, boards ensure that corporate culture and 
shared values promote sustainability and boards encourage companies’ key stakeholders 
practice sustainability. Further, it is a good practice to appoint a person in management who 
has a special role in strategically managing sustainability, including integrating sustainability 
considerations into corporate activities. 

 

Boards ensure that the corporate sustainability strategies, priorities and targets as well as 
performance against these targets are communicated to stakeholders. To assure 
capabilities of board members in sustainability, board members follow and stay abreast 
with  relevant sustainability issues for the corporation and its business. In addition, 
performance evaluation of the Board of Directors and the Board of Commissioners includes 
their performance in monitoring and dealing with significant risks and opportunities 
regarding corporate sustainability. 
 

 

 

 

 


